
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for participating in the 2022 Shasta Forestry Challenge.  Without your 
enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible.  We would like to improve 
this event in the future, and you can help by completing this evaluation form.  If you 
need more room, want to explain an answer, or let us know anything else, use the 
backside! Thank you. 
 
1. Did you find the website well organized and easy to use?  YES 10 / NO 4 
 
2. Do you have any suggestions for improving the website? 
 
3. Please rate the following parts of the event: 
 

Field Training   EXCELLENT  7 GOOD  7 FAIR       POOR 

Focus Topic/Data Collection EXCELLENT  12 GOOD  2 FAIR       POOR 

Field Testing   EXCELLENT  11 GOOD  3 FAIR       POOR 

Shasta College Field Trip EXCELLENT  11 GOOD  1 FAIR      1 POOR 

Food    EXCELLENT  11 GOOD  2 FAIR      1 POOR  
 

Accommodations  EXCELLENT  9 GOOD  4 FAIR      1 POOR 

Career Development  EXCELLENT  8 GOOD  4 FAIR      2 POOR 
 
 

4. What was your favorite academic part of the event and why? 
Data Collection 4    Hands on 2    HELO 3   Training 6   Testing 1 
 
5. What was your favorite non-academic part of the event and why? 
Food 5    Social 5    Fire 4    Photos 1 
 
6. Please provide a one sentence “testimonial” about Forestry Challenge: 
The Forestry Challenge was a fun yet comprehensive and extensive yet well organized 
opportunity for students to get a taste and foot in the door of our state’s promising 
forestry sector. 
 
My students take away real information and an awareness of a promising career where 
they can be a part of long-term solutions. 
 
Forestry Challenge is an amazing experience. You can bring students with all levels of 
knowledge. 
 
I have brought students to the Forestry Challenge for 6 years because they actually get 
to implement their knowledge with real life work. I wish all schools could work this way. 
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